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Leadership
Development 6.0

Connecting leadership development with drivers of business results
Like all fields, the discipline of leadership

We believe they apply particularly well to

development seeks to constantly im-

leadership development.

prove. Another discipline that strives for
continual progress is the field of medical
practice. We can read on a daily basis
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Medical practice in the 1970s

In the 1970s, a now widely acclaimed

about medical studies and programs

physician, Dr. David Eddy, sought to

that aim to help us live healthier, longer

understand why the medical communi-

lives. The health care system conducts

ty wasn’t more successful in treating a

an enormous amount of research as

variety of medical conditions. He con-

they attempt to push back the borders

cluded: “The problem is that we don’t

of knowledge. We propose looking to

know what we’re doing.” He argued

the field of medicine for powerful les-

that there was simply no evidence

sons that can apply to all disciplines.

that many widely-used treatments and
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But others were extremely slow to respond. While progress has occurred,

Like all fields, the discipline of
leadership development seeks to
constantly improve.

Eddy contends that the proportion of
medical choices which are scientifically
justified is still troublingly low—somewhere
in the range of 20–25 percent.
Lessons to be learned from medicine
We commonly assume that medical

practitioners advise treatments based on
some evidence that they will work. However, clinical practitioners are generally not
positioned to bring science and rigor to
procedures worked any better than other

•

He reversed the commonly held belief

lower cost choices. Dr. Eddy’s concern

that a woman who once had a cesar-

led him to pioneer a revolution called “ev-

ean section could never have a vaginal

idence-based medicine.” Eddy had been

birth.

a practicing cardiologist, but because of

•

He proved that pap smears for wom-

his concern that many medical decisions

en with low risk of cervical cancer

were not scientifically justified, he went on

were a waste of money.

to become a statistician and health care

•

He conducted research on patients

economist. He estimated that in 1970,

with diabetes that showed using aspi-

only 15 percent of what physicians did

rin and drugs to reduce blood pres-

had any scientific evidence to support it.

sure and high cholesterol produced

He personally led the charge that ultimate-

better results than more expensive

ly brought about many profound changes

treatments.

in the practice of medicine. Examples are:
•
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He proved the annual chest x-ray was

As could be predicted, some medical

of no value.

practitioners welcomed Eddy’s research.

the practice of medicine. The large-scale
evaluation of medical practice is simply
not feasible for the practitioner, and for
good reasons:
1. They do not have access to large
bodies of data.
2. They do not always have the training
to analyze data to discover trends.
3. They are caught in their own belief
systems of what works and what
doesn’t.
When a person with skill and training can
analyze large bodies of data, insights
emerge, and conclusions can be drawn
that truly benefit the discipline.

Applying these lessons to leadership

changes in what we do, if practitioners will

ing people new concepts and ideas was

development

conduct and access research and make

not sufficient. These had to be put into

Would leadership development benefit

corresponding changes to their practice.

action.

from a more evidence-based approach?

Like medical practitioners, we face the

Every practitioner we’ve approached im-

challenge of how to feasibly make this

mediately says, “Absolutely.”

happen in organizations. In this paper we

3.0 Improved teaching methods were

then introduced. Going far beyond lec-

describe one tried and tested approach to

tures, highly engaging learning methods

Most Human Resource practitioners and

creating a more evidence-based lead-

came into vogue. These included case

business leaders are familiar with the

ership development practice. Before we

studies, laboratory learning, action learn-

incredible variety of activities that are con-

do that, however, it makes sense to look

ing, simulations, practice and rehearsal of

ducted in the name of leadership devel-

back on how the field of leadership devel-

challenging interactions, and the use of

opment. These range from the traditional

opment has evolved to where we are.

small group discussion.

Where are we now?

4.0 Leadership development then ad-

tion is: “Which of these activities produce

steps that have occurred that have led us

teaching of knowledge and skills. These

real value?” The truth is, we simply don’t

to “Leadership Development 6.0:”

included a variety of e-learning methodol-

techniques used in an MBA course all the
way to swinging from ropes and kayaking
in white-water rapids. The obvious ques-

Here’s our view of the major evolutionary

opted newer technologies to deliver the

ogies. This allowed large, widely distribut-

know. Leadership practitioners believe
1.0 Leadership development began in

ed populations to be reached in an eco-

the mid-1900s when schools of business

nomical way and supplemented traditional

of these activities really works. We don’t

began teaching about leadership—espe-

instructor-led methods.

know which ones teach important lessons

cially the need to balance the treatment of

that stick with the participant and get

people with the need to obtain immediate

applied, and which don’t.

business results.

each program has value, but there has
been little to no research to confirm which

5.0 The most recent stage of leadership

development shifted control and responsibility to the individual, rather than having

2.0 The second stage recognized the

it rest primarily with the organization. The

need to move leadership development

leadership development process became

gage in more evidence-based research. In

from a purely cognitive exercise to a more

more personalized, with individuals tailor-

fact, this approach will likely lead to many

behavioral or skill-based approach. Teach-

ing their development to their individual

Leadership development will leap to much
higher levels only when we begin to en-
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It is the
exceptional
organization
that makes
any overt,
hard-wired
connection
between its
leadership
development
activities and
important
strategic
objectives.
4

needs, rather than the “sheep dip” meth-

efforts will be measured in large part by

od in which participants attended large

the impact they have on those results.

classes that taught everyone exactly the

This link will be the evidence that has

same thing.

been missing from previous leadership
development approaches.

An important crossroad

We are now poised for the next logical

Of course, the first step is to clearly

phase in this evolution. Here’s our view

define those desired business results so

of what that will be.

that leadership development can be tailored to achieve them. In an earlier article

One approach could simply be to

one of the authors wrote: “Organizations

analyze each of the various leadership

often embark on leadership development

development techniques being used by

because they ‘ought to be doing some-

practitioners. Each could be measured

thing to develop their leaders.’ With the

for its ability to teach lasting concepts

best of intentions, they initiate a major

that are applied on the job. This would

effort. What’s usually missing is a clearly

appear to some as the next logical step,

stated business objective for the out-

but we think it misses an important di-

come. Absent clarity about the business

mension—the critical importance of eval-

purpose, it’s impossible to evaluate the

uating leadership development efforts by

effectiveness of an activity.”1

their direct impact on business results.
6.0 In this next stage, we believe leadership development will become di-

rectly linked to the key business results
and strategies of the organization. The
effectiveness of leadership improvement

1

Why has the connection between
leadership development and the

organization’s strategy/results been
largely ignored?

It is the exceptional organization that
makes any overt, hard-wired connection

“The New Leadership Development,” Jack Zenger, Dave Ulrich, and Norm Smallwood, T+D Journal, March 2000.

between its leadership development

public sessions. Linking the learning

activities and important strategic objec-

objectives to any one company’s

tives. Yet most business leaders would

strategy or business outcomes

readily acknowledge that a strong con-

seemed impossible.

nection should exist. We’ve asked this

2. Leadership development has most

question numerous times, and no one

often been driven by needs observed

disagrees philosophically. Development

from the past, not those anticipated

activities and business results, however,

in the future. Seldom have organiza-

are often like ships passing in the night.

tions defined the areas in which they
need to excel going forward.

This lack of connection is especially hard

3. Leadership development was a staff

to justify when the enormous expendi-

function, quite separate from line op-

tures of time and money on leadership

erations. Line executives did not ex-

are given any scrutiny. It is estimated

pect staff functions to have improved

that a total of $109.25 billion was spent

business results as their objectives.

on learning and development in 2006 in

At the same time, the leadership

the U.S., and historically, 18 percent of

development function—usually

the total was spent on the middle man-

embedded in the HR staff area—was

agement and executive groups. That

often not privy to the latest strategic

would equal approximately $21 billion

thinking of the line executives.

dollars.

4. The idea that leadership development processes could directly target

Why hasn’t this connection hap-

an important business strategy was

Here are some possibilities:

agers.

pened before now?

1. Much executive education and

a foreign thought to most line man5. Practical mechanisms to link these

leadership development has been

two elements were not yet concep-

supplied by universities. Participants

tualized and developed.

came from a variety of companies in
© 2019 Zenger Folkman

It is estimated
that a total of
$109.25 billion
was spent on
learning and
development
in 2006 in the
U.S.
5

In sum, business results and personal

when we included an “outcome” measure

individuals from other groups in decisions

development plans were disconnected

into our standard 360-degree feedback

that impact them?”). The report to the

for a variety of reasons. We propose that

process. We assume most readers are

individual also displays how this person

overtly connecting leadership develop-

familiar with a typical 360-degree feed-

compares to some normative standard.

ment to drivers of needed business results

back instrument, in which a leader asks

represents an extremely important and

direct reports, peers, and one or more

Our research revealed that leaders’

missing step in the evolution of leadership

managers to complete a questionnaire

behavior had an enormous impact on em-

development.

about their behavior. This information is

ployee commitment. Based on an analysis

compiled and provided to the leader in

of 110,848 questionnaires from over 50

How it can be done

a summary report that includes detailed

different organizations, we identified 5,473

We suggest a four-step process to ac-

statistical information for each of the

leaders with both leadership effective-

complish this objective:

categories (such as “collaboration and

ness ratings and employee commitment

1. Include the desired outcome mea-

teamwork”) and each item in that category

results. We divided leaders into deciles

(“To what degree does this person involve

based on their aggregate 360 scores and

sures in the tool used for development.
2. Determine the leadership behaviors
that drive these outcomes.
3. Provide development that magnifies
these key behaviors.
4. Establish practical methods for following up with participants.
The following two case studies are examples of applying this approach.
1. Case study on “employee commitment”

Our first foray into making this direct link
between development and results began
6

examined their direct reports’ commitment for each level of leadership. Figure 1
shows the results of that study.

Step 1. Include outcome measures in

now gave repeated measurement of this

the tools used for development

outcome over time.

instrument five questions that we found to

Step 2. Determine the leadership be-

We inserted into our 360-degree feedback

Leaders in successively higher deciles

be a powerful measure of employee com-

generally had employees with increasingly

mitment. These questions were answered

higher levels of employee commitment

only by the direct reports of the leader.

those who received the highest scores on

and satisfaction. This clearly shows that

These questions included items such as:

the Employee Commitment Index enabled

effective leadership behavior is highly cor-

“I rarely think about quitting and going

us to discover which leadership behaviors

related with employee commitment.

to another organization,” and, “I would

were most highly correlated to commit-

recommend this organization as a good

ment. These correlations often reveal

Taking this a step further, the bottom-line

place to work.” It is important to keep in

insights that are counterintuitive. When

implications of “employee commitment”

mind that these questions do not ask for

people intuitively list the leadership behav-

have been illustrated by research done

perceptions of how the leader behaves,

iors that would most likely leverage em-

within a retail organization. This research

but about the results of this leader’s

ployee commitment, they might suggest

showed that a 5 percent improvement in

behavior. We called this an “Employee

being supportive, trusting direct reports,

employee commitment and satisfaction

Commitment Index.”

or providing them feedback. Results of an

3

improved customer satisfaction scores

haviors that drive this outcome

Analyzing the leadership practices of

analysis of 16,497 direct reports actually

by 1.3 percent, which in turn increased

Because many organizations repeat the

shows that the behaviors that do the most

store sales by 0.5 percent. In other

360-degree feedback process every 12

to leverage employee commitment have

words, employee commitment can and

to 18 months, having this information

more to do with inspiring people,

does have a powerful impact on business

included in the assessment instrument

2

results.
For those reasons we experimented with
including a measure of “employee commitment” in a standard 360-degree feedback instrument. These are the steps we
followed and recommend to others:
© 2019 Zenger Folkman

Sears found that a 5% improvement in employee commitment measures led to a 1.3% improvement in customer satisfaction, that in turn led to a 0.5% increase in store sales. See Rucci, A.J., S.P. Kirn, and R.T.Quinn, 1998, The Employee-Customer-Profit Chain, Harvard Business Review, pgs. 82-97.
3
The difference between these “outcome” questions and the normal 360-degree feedback questions is an important distinction. Here are the differences we see:
•
The questions pertain to outcomes being experienced by people, not perceptions of the leader’s behavior
•
Elements are involved that often go beyond the leader’s control. For example, there may be specific organizational
policies that control the decisions that a leader can delegate, or the size of a purchase that a direct report can independently authorize.
2
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providing clear direction, and setting

the top deciles on these key behaviors

stretch goals.

because those results were so valuable to

•

Finds ways to improve new ideas rather than discourage them.

the organization.
Top Five Items that Leverage Employee
Commitment:
•

Inspires others to high levels of effort
and performance.

•

Energizes people to achieve exceptional results.

•

Creates an atmosphere of continual
improvement in which self and others

In one organization, those behaviors that
drove employee commitment were:
•

of direction and purpose.
•

Provides others with a definite sense
of direction and purpose.

•

Is skillful at getting people to stretch
for goals that go beyond what they

•

different organizations.)
Step 3. Provide development that
magnifies the key behaviors

By analyzing the specific results for a
particular organization, we were able to
focus development efforts on expanding
the positive behaviors that drove employee commitment. Our goal was to encourage every leader to behave like those in
8

Helps people understand how meeting customers’ needs is central to the
mission and goals of the organization.

•

Keeps people focused on the highest
priority goals and objectives.

•

Is careful to honor commitments and
keep promises.

originally thought possible.
(These results were compiled from 50

Is truly concerned about developing
others.

push to exceed the expected results.
•

Provides others with a definite sense

While in another organization those behaviors were:
•

Energizes people to achieve exceptional results.

•

Gives honest feedback in a helpful
way.

•

Inspires others to high levels of effort
and performance.

•

Creates an atmosphere of continual
improvement in which self and others
push to exceed the expected results.

It appears from our experience that what
drives employee commitment is organization specific. One solution does not fit all.
We have found that even within an organization there are often different key drivers
for each division or functional area.
After clearly identifying the needed behaviors, it becomes relatively easy to
construct appropriate developmental
experiences. For example, if one of the
driving behaviors to obtain greater employee commitment is the regular practice
of leaders asking for advice and recommendations from all members of the team,
that skill can be demonstrated and practiced in leadership development sessions.
Any of the behaviors described above can
be effectively taught to leaders.
Step 4. Establish specific methods
for following up

We next put in place some mechanisms
for following up on how often new behaviors are practiced.4 Much research
confirms the importance of follow-up to

ensure that something actually happens in

Our second case study involved the out-

the aftermath of development efforts.

come of improved “decision making.” One

countability are clearly defined be-

of our clients concluded that improved

tween locations, divisions, and func-

Such follow-up can occur in a variety of

“decisiveness” on the part of its leaders

tions.

ways:

was an important component of their

•

Telephone calls

future success. They believed that prompt

•

Additional development sessions

decisions and good decision-making

•

Written reports

techniques were critical to their organiza-

•

Managerial discussions

tion’s performance.

•

Periodic 360-degree feedback reports
for leaders

•

Organizational surveys

•

Web-based email reminders and follow-up system

We have been extremely impressed with
the economy, speed, and convenience of
a web-based follow-up system.
2. Case study on “decision making”
After seeing the value of adding the em-

Here’s how the four-step process was
applied in this case:
Step 1. Include outcome measures in
the tools used for development

With the client’s assistance we developed
four questions that measured the decision-making quality as seen by the people
who reported to a given leader.5
The questions were:
1. I feel I have enough involvement in
decisions that impact my work.

ployee commitment index, we reasoned

2. Decision-making authority and ac-

3. I am empowered to make the decisions necessary to do my job.
4. We make decisions quickly and avoid
becoming stalled.
Note that these questions do not measure
the leader’s behavior but go beyond that
to measure the current state of “decision
making” as seen by the people inside the
organization.
Step. 2. Determine the leadership

behaviors that drive this outcome

By establishing this outcome measure,
we then determined those behaviors
measured by the 360-degree survey that
were most highly correlated with “Effective
Decision Making.”

that a variety of different outcomes could
be measured such as:
•

Strategic clarity

•

Efficiency

•

Collaboration

•

Ethics and integrity

•

Decision making

© 2019 Zenger Folkman

Software programs are available that efficiently require participants to enter commitments they make during development
planning into a database. The participant then receives periodic reminders to update the database with information about
the amount of effort they have put into completing their goal, how much progress they have made, a brief description of
what they have done, and finally an indication of actions that are planned for the coming period of time. This specific follow-up greatly enhances the degree of implementation.
5
While this is one good measure of the quality and speed of decision making, other measures may also be used. It is
clearly possible to find outside experts to evaluate the quality of decision making or ask senior executives to assess the
decision-making practices of an organizational sub-unit reporting to them. If this were a different topic, such as the level of
customer satisfaction being delivered by this organization, hard data could easily be obtained from other relatively objective
sources.
4
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Top 5 Individual Behaviors Correlated

to do for the business. Leaders needed

When the leaders in one organization

with Effective Decision Making

to step up and make the decision, and no

were asked what they would recommend

The results of this analysis were:

amount of additional data, studies, and in-

to improve decision making in their orga-

1. Has the courage to make the changes

formation was going to make that difficult

nization, they developed a useful list of

decision easier to make.

changes. Here’s their list:

that will improve the organization.

•

Delegate more.

•

Decentralize decision making.

magnifies the key behaviors

•

Empower employees at lower levels to

ating targeted development experiences

•

Work to streamline processes.

became relatively easy. Such development

•

Stamp out bureaucracy that unneces-

2. Makes the difficult decisions required
to implement business strategy.
3. Is able to make decisions and continually move forward in the face of
constant change.
4. Makes high-quality decisions by en-

Step 3. Provide development that
With the important behaviors defined, cre-

suring the right people and methods

could include:

are used.

•

5. Inspires others to high levels of effort

sarily controls people.

Behavior modeling that uses videos to

•

Reduce micromanagement.

present powerful examples of these

•

Exhibit more trust in the people we

behaviors being well executed.

and performance.
•

Conceptual explanations of the

work with.
•

Create more transparency in the de-

These five leadership behaviors became

important steps to follow in applying

cision-making process management

a roadmap for creating the developmental

this skill, followed by practicing the

uses.

plan.

application of those skills to real-life

•

Make decisions faster.

situations.

•

Clarify roles and responsibilities so

Because of a strong technical leaning by

•

members of the leadership team, there

Case studies that illustrate people

people know what decisions they can

displaying these behaviors.

and cannot make.

was an unending quest for more and

•

Role-playing.

more data even when further information

•

Simulations that require the use of this

The challenge is then to help this team

behavior.

make their list of new behaviors operational and measurable.

was not available. The data analysis highlighted the fact that at some point leaders

•

Small group discussions.

needed to have courage and just make

•

e-learning tools.

the decision. Sometimes the decisions
were not popular but were the right thing
10

make more decisions.

Step 4. Establish specific methods

cut across the division. Because each

vides greater precision and insight on how

for following up

manager and supervisor received indi-

to effectively develop leaders. In utilizing

Following any developmental activity, if

vidual assessments on their personal

it, we can focus our efforts, reduce wast-

the organization implements some pro-

decision-making effectiveness and

ed development, and ultimately produce

cedures for follow-through, excellent

their effectiveness on specific leader-

greater success.

results will be more likely to follow over

ship behaviors, each person was able

an extended time period. The same steps

to create a personal action plan to

outlined in the first case study were appli-

improve personal decision making.

cable here as well.
Outcomes of this approach

Conclusion

Leadership 6.0 brings an evidence-based

While we are in the early stages of explor-

approach to leadership development. It

ing the ultimate payback from this ap-

identifies specific organizational outcomes

proach to developing leaders, initial results

along with leadership behaviors that pro-

are extremely promising. For example:

duce desired outcomes. It brings addi-

•

One organization that wanted to im-

tional tools to measure important business

prove employee commitment began

results, or the drivers of those results. It

with scores at the 40th percentile.

creates a visible, measurable link between

Two years later their Employee Com-

our development activities and those

mitment Index had risen to the 70th

results. We can now measure the success

percentile. Changed leadership behav-

of various developmental procedures and

ior appeared to be the major factor

discard those that don’t work.

responsible for this.
•

The organization that sought to im-

In the past we attempted to develop

prove decision making made some

leaders who were effective at everything.

dramatic efforts for change. Each

This often overwhelmed leaders without

leader in the organization had an indi-

providing them specific recommendations

vidual action plan and the senior lead-

on what was required to achieve the de-

ership team identified five issues that

sirable outcomes. This new approach pro-
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About Us
Zenger Folkman relentlessly seeks to rise above the inconsistent, and sometimes
misleading, nature of popular leadership philosophies and beliefs brought on by
opinion. The discipline of leadership and those who pursue it deserve better. Our most
valuable asset is the expertise of combining hard data and statistical analysis with
logical explanations and actionable application that help individual leaders thrive and
organizations succeed.

www.zengerfolkman.com

